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ABSTRACT 

K+ rnesons stopped in c
3

F 8 in the LRL 30-inch heavy liquid bubble 

. ~ . + 
chamber were used in a study of the properties of the decay n1ode K' - 1r 0 + f1 + v. 

i + 0 .)... 
The properties studied were the fJ. and 1T energy spectra, f.J.' longitudinal polari-

zation, fJ. + total polarization, and K+ /K·~ branching ratio. The data arc con-
: fi3· e3 

sis tent with the universal V-A theory, with time -reversal invariance and fJ.-e 

universality. UsiJg the usual form.-factor phenomenological expression for the 

strangeness -changing vector current, we obtain 

Re ~ = +0.34+0.42 
-0.26 

Im ~ = +0.69~~:~ 5 

X.+::: 0.00± o.os 

f+ (Kf.J. )/f_l- (Ke) = 1.01 ± ,05. 
3 .J 
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Im s should vanish by time ~reversal invariance and f+ (K · )/f (K ) should be 
· · . ~3 + e3 

unity if ~-e universality holds. With these assumptions we obtain Re s = 0.4<~:~;. 
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I.- INTRODUCTION 
.· ... ·., . .-·' :. •,:·· 

We have' studied the·. prop~rties of the K~< ·decay mode (K+ - ,.o + Jl + + v) 
I 3 '. 

using data obtained .fro~ an exposure of the Berkeley 30-inch heavy liquid bub~lc 

·.chamber filled with c
3

F 
8 

to a beam of stopping K+ ~eso~s. Preliminary 'results 

. 1 2 ' 
on parts of the work described have already been published. ' 

In all, five properties o£ the K+ decay were studied experi~~ntally: 
f..l-3 

+ 1 •. · The fJ. · energy spectrum in the range 42 < T < 94 MeV (2648 events); 
. . fJ. . ' 

2. ThefJ.+ longitudinal polarization 38 <Tf..l. < 95 MeV (2950 events); 

3 •. The K
11 

/Ke branching ratio (636 K . events plus 873 Ke events); . 
. · r3 3 . f..l-3 · 3 . 

· 4~ The 'ITO energy spectrum at fixed f..l.+ energies 40 < T <
1
90 MeV, T < 110 p. 'TT 

MeV (444 events); 

+ 5. The fJ. total polarization 40 < T < 90 MeV, T < 110 MeV (397 events). . fJ. 'IT 
. . + 

Measurements 4 and 5 require completely reconstructed Kf..l. decays. 
. . ' ' 3 0 + . 

Because the number of K was rather small where the y rays from the :r con
f..l-3 

· verted and the fJ. + stopped in the chamber, we performed experiments 1 and 2 

using the two properties of the decay that can be measured wit_hout observing 

the '1!'
0 • In order to assure statistical independence, \ve deleted events us~d 

in 5 from the sample 2. The other experiments are already independent. 

The data from tL.ese experiments may be used to establish the form · 

of the interaction, which has previously been found to be consistont with v.cct6r; 3 • 
4 

.we also find that our data are compatible with a pure vector interaction. With 

this established, the data may be used to determine detailed properties ofthc. 

· .. vector interaction. Experiment 3 provides a test o! 1-1-e universality, and all 
. ·:· \. ..L 

five experiments ·t:nay be used as tests of Time -Reversal Invariance in K~3 
decay. 

\· I 

In the universal: V-A theory ol weak interactions, the matrix element 
. l tJ . 

for the K~3 decay~may be written asS, 
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·· M= (rr!Jv!K) (vi~)~)• 
where the lepton current is given by 

. . - .. (1 + ) 

.Jv-YtJ. Ys·· 
and the strangeness -changing current J v can be expanded in terms of two form 

factors f+ and f_ in the form 

Jv = f+ (qK + ~rr) + !_ (qK - q'IT), 

where qK and qrr are the K and 'IT four -momenta,, and f+ and {_are scalar func-

2 
tions of the !our-momentum transfer squared (qK - qrr) • Therefore, they de-

pend only on the rr 0 energy in the K+ rest system. In most theoretical models 

. 0 6 7 
these form factors (!+ and f _) should vary slowly with 'IT energy •. ' 

i 

All properties of the decay depend solely onJ+ and f_ and, apartfrom 

·the absolute decay rate, all observables depend solely on the ratio f_/f+ = £ 

(with f+ and £_ assumed constant). Time -reversal invariance requires that s 
be real. 

7 

Theoretical expressions for all the observables studied in this experi-

';ment are given in the Appendix; 1-1-e universality requires that the same matrix 

element describe K~ 3 decay (K+- rr 0 + e + + v) as. K~3 • ··As shown in the Ap

pendix, all terms containing f. contain the factor (M
1 

t /MK) 2 ; therefore, 
· - . ep on . 

f_ is unmeasurable inK~ decay and the hypothesis of 1-1-e universality .re-
. 3 . . 

solves in practice 

be tested by using 

to the statement.thatf+ (Ke
3

) = f+ (K~3 }. ·.This equali'ty.may 

s obtained frorri K+ decay to predict the K+ /K+ rcla ti vc 
l-13 . !J.3 °3 

branching ratio, and to compare it with the measured value of this ratio. 

.. , 
~: .. ~ 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

···1 
The becl'th, producedat 26° from an internal target in the .Bevatron, 

. : ~\ 

~ ·.,,:! 
had two stages of separation. The beam momentum was 800 MeV /c with a 

momentum bite of ±2%. The pion c6ntamina~ion at;the second mass slit was 

\ 
! 
I 

.. 
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· estima.ted at less tha·n 1%. The beam was degraded· by a copper sawtooth de-
. . ' ., . . . . + . . . 
grader at the bubble chamber-entrance window, so that the K. stopping points 

were well spread out in the chamber. The stopping volume of'the K+ was. 
. . 

·approximately 30 em long by 20 em wide by 8 em deep. .This spreading of 

the K+ decay points ~l;'td the advantage of sep~rating the origins for ease of 

3 scanning. The chamber was filled with c
3

F
8

, which,has a density of 1.22 gem-

and a radiation length of 28 em under operating conditions. A total of 240 000 

pictc.res, containing about 3X 106 stopping K+ tracks, was taken. 

Separate, scans of the film provided the data for experiments 1., 2, 

3, and 4; the same scan that was used for 4 was also used for 5. There was 

considerable overlap in the samples, which ranged in size from less than 20% 

of the film for experiment 3 to over 80o/o for 4 and 5. 

In all cases the ionization of the K+ had to be consistent with its being 

. + . 
stopped, and the charged secondary from the K decay also had to stop in the 

chamber and decay into an e +. For measurements 4 and 5, both y rays from 

the lTO decay had to convert in•the chamber to e± pairs. 

dec·ay where both y rays from the lTO convert. 

Figure 1 shows a Kl-'-
. 3 

Before energy anc;l other cuts were made on the· data, the .total sample 

of separate events from all. scans wa·s about 12 000, of.which about 1 Oo/o had two 

conversion pairs. 
+ i . . · .. · 

The momentum of ~he fJ.· .was obtained from range in·.all cases. 

The principal sources of difficulty in this experiment were geometric 

. + 
biases and background from other K decay modes. 

The geo;tnetric biases originate from the fact that the range of the 
~~-~ 
~· ,~ :· 

· • · maximum-energy;muon from KfJ. decay is 46 em, but the dimensions of the 
: .: 3 

visible portion: o(.~ur cha,mber are approximately 7 5 em by 45 em by 30 em,. 
·' 

the last dimension''being pp.rallel to the magnetic field., The reforc, the 

.. -· ···-··- .. ..:. ~-- ___________ ..,._ .. 
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i(;,i~f.('.\•{:'n·:b~b~l:ty ~.a\.th~;t:,(~~g~sin the;.c~~.m:er •. is sh·ongly ene~~Y de~endellt~ • in.;. \t 
;f/ .. ·_:.-:.\,;·;,:··:.·.<:;.-<. additio~,: !or _th.ose :_events)n.which _the. e pairs were obse.rveci, ·the. effect_. of ... _ ... ·.:·. · ·. [.: 

J.F·:}:-~/~:~x:~·J:~·:t:··~ + .-d~{~ .. ~~:i~-~-· ~~ .. ~ o· :~:~~~:~.ti~n proba~i1i t; .al~~ had ·t~- b~ ·cons ide r~'d. _ .. . ··. _:·:. · .. ·.\·::,.~·-~~ r:· .· 
<~t:·.·t::<: ... ~·::~·?·;; :- .ivto~t of t~e seri~us .. s.ourc~-~ :·or backgr~und ·result.- fro~- the· :~hort·._: · ... _·:_:_;·:·,\· ... _: .--.;.T 
:.'': :-::::.:;·::: ··. •:: <\/- ... ·, ' .. :· . .· . . . +. . . .. . + . . . . . . . . ·., .. l· :: 
-.·:,,;:::a:~•;;,;;;)i,4 ':'n\) ra11ge o£ the f' comin~ £rom a w • decay at rest: ~: dCter~in~d . . -- • \ 

):'.:\':._.=~:_:_,_.,·:·}' .. ::_experim_entally, by examining Tl' endings !rom both K.r' s_ (K. - Tl'+_ +<~+ ·+··;··~·). . . . .. ...... ~:·.:,_:.· .. :.::::_. :.··. . + . '+ + 0 . . .· . . . : . + . . . . .·_ \.· 
·_: __ :;·:·.:,:_·:S;:>:.>:;:::·.::·._.:a~d KTI' 2's: (K ·.~ Tl' +Tr ), that bo~ -~-2 to 301~ of the ~ime a~ ~r:~k ~anno_t·. ·:.~-: .-_:_ l. 
· ... _..,·.-·:·:'·:·· ·: .... ::_. ~e disHnguished !rom its pa~ent Tl' track and, thus; a stopping Tl'. ··resembles :( 

_; ?'; ;a Sto;pirig fl+, ;he exact ratio varieswith fil,;, quality a~d s\ringency o£ ! 
~· .. · ..... ·. . ··. .--··. . . r·: 
.: ~:-:·,· ... : ···' · · scanning instructions. · · · 
.. • •• :·- •. ·1_ ·,· 

·-··· ::. .. . . ... . ... 
~:: .: · .. ~· ·: ..... : .· · .. :. -:·:. . . . . 

: 1, .;!··: ;'r 

.-. . +" .· · . .l ·. .'. . . • ' .. ·.· .•: . ' .. '·:·. 

.The. short !J.. introduces background from two. modes·.· ·' ·'· r·· .. ··.·· .. 
• !. •' ;· ·.: • • :. ·: ~:. • • 

.. · -:K ··:··K+ ..;.1T++TI'O,. · ...... . 
·. r· ... ,::-:. -~:-_ .. , ·;: .. ..-_:... .. . . .. ·, ... __ '. ' .. :., . . : ·.: ·. 1T 2 .. · . . . .. . .. ... :. ·, .. :·. . :,'.-'. .. :.-- ....... 

· .... ,. . .-' ,: . + . +·. o· o··' ·.-.. ·· .. ', : ........ ·:-_._· .... :·,> ... .- .... '·... ,___ ., . ·:-:·::· .. ··_._;. K.,.,: 'K ~ Tl' + .w ·+ Tl' ·• ,~ ·· ··:.··.',:.·.: ·· ·· ... .. • 

' . 

~. . 
. .-- . (. 

,_ .. 
i· 

. I' ·._;··.-:·~ .. ~·~-~ ·ii~st·-~od·e ·p~·od~~-:-.(~ ~+· ofunique ~~-l)ge~·::~~ic~:··~o~r~sp6hds·:,·ib-'~~~<~-~~~c··. ·. 
... : .... ·'.· ·+··". . . _: ; . ·.· ... · . . . . ..... · .... ·.. . . . '. 

·.,-_. .. :· .. of a;·JJ. o! kinetic energy 100 MeV. -·The Tr+'s !rom the second·mode simulate .. ··: . 

l" 
lr: 

. .. · .-..... ·.,:. + .. . : . . . I . . . . 

··.·:·.: · ·~!J. 's._of.ki1letic energy.<_48 MeV. _It is largely these t~o backgro':l:nds that· 
. -~ '. ~~ 

r 
I 

I . ··~- ... -· :. ·.; .. : . : . . . . . ' 

' . ·. ··· .. ; ··.:. 
. ~ . : ' -: ... . ::: . ; . ' ~ . . ' .. : . ' . '· ~-;~ .. ' 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' '•, \ ' ' •' '• I I ' ' I ' ... ·:, . ~,. 
. . . ~ . . .... ~· ;, . . :· :.-: : 

. : .. :· .... i .. '. ·:'' :. :•: .·· 

. I • 
. • ,I, 

· .. :" .. ' 
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· ·.,.. In this study 2648 events. w~re identified solely by means of a· stopping 

•·!J. + •. Thecriteria imposed in scanning were slightly diff~rent;at Be~keley8 and 

Wisco~sin; 9 thus the samples from these two Laboratories were analyzed. 

· separately and the likelihood functions combined. They proved completely con-

sistent. The criteria used were: 

(a) Events with 42 < T < 94 MeV were accepted.· This cut eliminated the 
' IJ. . . 

. : -. -region:in· which; background from K'T" and Ktr
2 

is high. The endpoint of 

,,Qf' the r! spectrum corresponds to TJ.i = 48 MeV; the region from 42 to 

48 contains a negligible number of T 1 events·~ . The tr \• s !rom Ktr have. the 
:. 2 . 

. . I +, 
·• same range as 100 MeV c IJ. s, 

(b) ·Tracks with dip angles greater than 60° were discarded, because they 

are difficult to identify and measure. 

(c) No tracks with a visible 'IT - IJ. - e chain at the end were accepted • 

. This eliminated the few remaining K7';, Ktr background events and 
. . . 2. ' ' 

.•, · backgroundsfrom these modes by K+ decay in flight • 

. (d) . The l.l. + must stop inside a fiducial volume (slightly smaller than the .. 

visible portion of the chamber). This criterion was adopted to permit 

, ·. an accurate estimate of the detection efficiency. 

· (e) No events with visible "k.inks" in the decay secondary were accc'pted .. 

This criterion served to reduce 'the principal remaining source of 

. background-K'IT events with a tT-IJ. decay in !light. 
. 2 

Criterion {e) was applied slightly differ~ntly at the two Laboratories. 

··.A~ Wisconsin, tHe angular distribution of kinks in events rejected by the 
' .. :. . . . . .~~:'}; . . . . . . ·' ' . . . . 

scanners under c~iterion {d) was determined; they found that the average 
;~ . . . . 

.·space angle belo,W~which a kink was not observ~d wa~ ··12°. The final data .. 
''j) -~~ 

sample was corre:bted to r,em?ve·the background of I<"'z eve:n:ts ,v.ith kinks .. 

. ' . 
: .. ~ . ' 

. ; ,. 
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.· le~s than 1?·~ ;.··~ :~o~recti~x/6£ 9%. At Berkeley~. tracks with "~uon" ranges 

_of 20.to 28 em, which orig.inate from events in which the 'IT~ fJ. center-of-mass 

'decay angle is large a~d thus the laboratory decay angle is ahvays 8° .. or 

greater, were carefully examined, on a projector that permitted superposition' 
...,, 

of tracks from differ~nt views: the correction for the remaining background · ~ 

. :. of events ~ith ranges less tha:n 20 em or which escape the examinatior:· is 4.6 %. 

The next most serious background--about 3%--was due to radiative 

·. Kf.i.2 decay. The contamination from all other backgrounds, including Kf.l.
2 

decays in. flight and high• ... ':ene'rgy 7' 1 decays, were smaller than this figur~~ 

. though in a small region of the spectrum corrections were necessary. Cor-
. . . · .. ·.I . . 

rections were also made for the slight distortion of the 'spectrum due to the 

decay in flight of about 3o/o of .the K+' s in the sample, 

By means of a second scan, the data were checked for energy-

. dependent scanning biases. No significant bias was found~ Scanning efficiency 

was 8So/o or greater in all regions of the spectrum at both Laboratories. 

The final data samples were corrected for muon-escape bi.as by means 

of Monte Carlo programs ess(mti.ally the same as those described in Sec •. 

II. B. 3, with the result shown in Fig. 2 (curve .S)~ The· results of two programs 

at Wisconsin and one at Berkeley, with s'omewhat different methods. used for 

·generating the fJ. + tracks. were compared and found to agree to within abo.ut 2o/o 

at all energies. In the likelihood-function computation, the Monte Carlo geo

metrical correction was used to correct the theoretical muon spectrum [Eq. 

(A6) in the Appe~di~]. 

2. fJ. + LongitudiAal Polarization 
~\ ·' 
t1",.,4('"", 

All exp~JHmental details of this aspect of the experiment have been. . . 
. . . ~-~ . ' 

described previd.dsly by Gidal, et al. z · : · "i 
.. ·.;,.. 

. t ~ :i ' . ; . . ' i .. : ~ . . . 
The number of events remaining after1 all. cuts wa's: 2950 in the range 

! 1 ' • \. 

' : .. i. 

·, 4i' 

. ' 
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38 < T < 95 MeV. The only change from results reported i:' Reference 2 
fJ.. 

was the deletion of 38 events used in the total polarization analysis, in order 

to maintain statistical independence of the results of the sepa:-ate measure-

ments. On the basis of scanning efficiency and differences in selection· 

criteria, an overlap of about 50 events would have been expected. 

3. K 11 /Ke Branching Ratio 
r-3 3 :---

In this portion of the experiment, a selected sample of 50 rolls· 

(about 20o/~:~of the film) was scanned by restrictive procedures designed to 

reduce systematic errors due to geometric biases and backgrounds. These 

procedures were as follows: 

(a)· Information from charged secondaries only was used. This restriction 

eliminated. the need to estimate absolute detection probabilities of'( 

rays by pair production. 

(b) A restricted fiducial volume at the beam-entry end of the chamber was care-

fully :·s.canned twice·. for .stopping 'charged seconda·rie.s. ··This re stilted in a 

high scanning efficiency; comparison of events found on the two scans 

indicated each was more than 90% efficient, for an estimated efficiency 

greater than 99% on the double scan. 

(c) Only tracks within 45° (both dip and azimuth) of the chamber's long axis 

were retained in the sample. Together wl.th (b)~ this procedure increased 

the average path length available to charged secondaries,1 •. reducing the 

energy dependence of the detection efficiency to that corresponding to the 

upper cur"e in Fig. 2(A). 

(d) Muon secc&l}daries were required to stop in a well-defined fiducial volume 
~ ·;.; 

slightly s~§ller than the chamber. Secondaries with ranges less than 
-~·- ··; 

1 em werel;~hscarded, as scanning may be unreliable for such short tracks. 
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(e) Any track that went through a maximum radius from the K-decay origin 

before stoppi~g or leaving the chamber was considered an electron. . . 

Under our conditions about 70% of all electrons from Ke decay will do .... 
3 . ' 

this, and no heavier particle can. 

(f) K+ decays in flight were eliminated by a· gap count in the last 3 em of 

track.· This criterion was. calibra~ed against T decays, whe1~e decays 

in flight are .kinematically obvious. The calibration indicated that. 

3. 2o/o of events that pass this test as though they were at rest were actu-

ally decays in flight. 

{g) A simultaneous count ofT decays in the decay fiducial volume served to 
! 

calibrate absolute rates. 

The detection probability for the Kp..
3 

events was calculated as follows: 

A Monte Carlo computer program generated randomly oriented events of 

specified p.. + range from a sample of. actual K+ decay vertices within the decay 

fiducial volume. The stopping position of the p.. + was obt;:;_ined, with curvature 

\and multiple scattering taken into account, and tested for presence inside the 

larger fiducial volume described in procedure (d). This computation was re-

peated for 2, 4, 6, • · •, 46-cm tracks; the number of actual events was divided 

by secondary range into 2-c;:m histogram b.ins centered on these values, and 

corrected accordingly. 

A similar program determined the electron-detection efficiency, with 

additional terms to deal with the {a) effects of energy loss and angular deviation· 

due to radiation; (from the Bethe-Heitler forrnula}, and (b) loss of positrons 
' 

through annihilaiion '(with the Dirac formula used for the cross section). Since' 
~ ~ 

we could not me~.~ure electron energies with precision~ we computed a weighte8. 
.\.l\',. . 

average detectio\f.,efficiency of 68. io/o by assuming a pure vector spectrum; a 
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pure scalar spectrum would reduce this by about 10o/o. Both detection-

,effici.ency programs were com~)ared with others written elsewhere with 

N"ery gopd, .... ;·.".2 agreement. We estimated the reliability of this calculation 

as 4o/o, and folded the corresponding error into the result. 

The major difficulty in the Kf-1
3 

rate determination came from back

grounds. Eliminating events with secondary ranges from 29 to 33 em, which 

are primarily K'IT
2

·, left a sample of 1082 events, of which we estimated 636 

·were Kf-1
3

• Of the remaining background, about 373 events wereK.r•, with73 

from various minor sources (radiative Kf.lz' and K'IT
2 

followed by 'IT - fJ. + v in 

flight provided the greatest share). The K , correction was obtained in two 
T I 

separate ways. Our final number was computed directly fro~ the rate and 

rr + spectrum given by Bisi et al. , 11 and no attempt was made to identify K_, 
. . I 

events by the 'IT+ - f.1 + - e + decay signature. An estimate based on counting 

events with this signature and estimating the number in which the fJ. is missed 

gives essentially the same result-276 K
7

, identified plus an estir:nated 106 

lmissed for a total of 382-but . .we·preH!r.not .. to rely on our.estimate of the 

tJ.-stub -recognition efficiency. 

With additional corrections (of the order of 1'to 3%) for events lost 

in the K'IT
2 

region, events wit~ fJ. tracks less than 1 em, K~3 decays in flight, 

and scanning efficiency, we obtained our final sample, which ·We then corrected 

for detection efficiency. 

For the Ke · mode, we had a sample of 873 events. These were 
3 

nearly free from background, the principal source being K-r• decays in which 

· both the 'IT+ and ip.e f.l+ from its decay were missed. We estimated this back-
. ~/-

ground at about t~o. The weak point in the rate determination was clearly the 
~ I, r~ 

detection-effici~l\~y calculation, but unless there was a major scalar component 
3. . 

in the decay this should have been reliable to about 3o/o. 
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To obtain absolute rates, the 9983 I<.,. mode events 5no angular cutoff) 

found in the decay fic,iucial volume were used as a standard. 

4. Tl'O Spectrum at Constant 1.1 + Energy 

For this experiment about 150 000 pictures were scanned for K 
. . 1.13 

events where the 1.1+ stopped in the chamber and t~vo e± pairs p"ointed back 

to the K+ decay origin. Any event where there was a recognizable 11'-_f.l.-e 

chain at the end of the charged secondary was rejected, as were events where 

the range of the charged secondary was less than 5 min in space. Only events 

·where ·~?oth 'I rays converted into e± pairs were accepted; when the y's pro

duced Compton electrons, th«;!y were rejected. The e± pairs had to point to 

the K+ or1gin in all three stereo views. 

The scan produced about 1200 candidates. These were measured and 

constrained to the K!.1
3 

hypothesis by means of a two-vertex simultaneous fit. 

The 1.1 energy was obtained from range, and they-ray energy \~as found from 

the sum of the electron energies in each pair. The electron mon1enta were 

;obtained by the Behr-Mittner method. 12 Although t.he errors on the electron 

momenta were large (~ 35o/o),. the error on the TTO momentum was quite small, 

after constraint to a TTO mass. We checked this figure experimentally by . 

measuring a sample of K'Tl' -decays in which th·e Tl'O had a unique momentum 
2 

of 205.2 MeV /c. Figure .3 shows the TTO momentum distribution from a sample 

of KTT , . the two e± pairs being constrained to a TTO mass. To_check the 
l . . 

reliability of the kinematic fitting programs, we measured some ~vents both 

at Berkeley and at Wisconsin, and obtained the same results • 

. After ~easurement, events weTe rejected if the e* pai"rs did not 

point to the orig~Jl even though they appeared to on the scan table. After 
. t·· • ' 

constraint, ab.ot~ 750 events fitted the K!.1
3 

hypothesis satisfactorily. 

ll• 
j.'\1 

,. 

.. 
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In spite of the constraint, it" is possible for J<" , and K events . ~~ nz 
to fit the Kf-1

3 
hypot~esis. · This was found to be true for I<.,_'• events by 

constraining a set of Kf• events in which three or four y rays converted, as 

KJ.L
3

• s; the input to the constraint program was the· charged· secondary and 

two of the y rays. Indeed, events in which -y' s not originating from the same 

n° are ,matched fit Kf.L
3 

much of the time, but they can not fit the K
7

, mode, 

which has a much smaller Q-value and is therefore a tighter constraint. 

In order to eliminate both these backgrounds, we made energy cuts 

+ on the f.L • Using the shape of the n+ spectrum from K , decay, 13 we calcu
. T 

lated that {after kinematic fitting) a lower cut ofT f.L = 40 MeV would give us a 

background from K
7

, of <1%. 
I 

An upper cut ofT f.L = 90 MeV ensured that no 

normal Kn
2 

decays were in our sample. Events with T J.L > 110 MeV could also 

be used, but there were too few of these to be of significance in our analysis. 

The one other significant background in these data is that due to Krr
2 

decays in which the TT+ decays in flight to a f.L+ and the TT-f.L decay angle is too 

small to be seen. In 4.1% of the KTT
2

, the n decays in flight, and in approxi

mately half of these the TT-J.L angle is too small to be seen. A property of this 

decay that can be utilized, however, is that the n° and thei TT+ in a K.,. are . . "2 

collinear. After th_e y rays are constrained to a TTO mass, the TTO direc~ion 

(in both KTT and in K 11 ) is known to within about so, so that a cut in the angle 
2 r3 . · 

0 c 

between the Tr and charged secondary would eliminate this background (unlike 

experiments 1, 2, and 3; in which corrections for this were made). 

. 0 + 
Lines of constant TT -f.L angle near 180°, when plotted on the T TT-

va"rsus -T,, Dalitz plot, are very nearly lines of constant T 0 in the energy 
r . lT 

: 

region of this e~f?eriment. A cut based on TTO energy rather than collinearity. 

simp1ifies the di~a analysis. Using a sample of 250 events obtained by 
~. ; 
f.'·', 

falsifying the TT ~~nge on known KTT events and fitting them to Kf.L , we 
''lh 2 3 
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0 ·determined that a simple cut on the 'IT energy at T 'ITO - 110 MeV \vould elimi-

nate all but So/o of _the K'IT
2

, .'1T-fJ. decay in flight background, and reduce this 

to a total backgroundof less than io/o (which was not significant with our 

statistics). 

About SOo/o of the film was rescanned to determine scanning efficiency. 

A comparison of the fJ. + energy spectra from the two scans indicated a s~all 

scanning bias against higher energy J-1. +. (This was only _for the events with 

two conversion pairs.) We found no detectable bias in the· 'ITO energy spectrum; 

this lack was. not' surprising because the configuration arid appearance of the e± 

pairs in the bubble chamber are only weakly energy dependent. 
. ! 

Therefore, we decided not to use the Dalitz~plot density in our final 

analysis, but instead used a maximum-likelihood fit to 'th~ 'ITO spectrum at · 

+ each J-1. energy. This has the effect of taking ou_t the fJ. dependence in the Dalitz 

plot information while retaining the 1T -f.L correlation information. 

After all cuts were made, 444 events remained in the region 

·, 40 < T < 90 MeV and T 0 < 110 MeV. 
' J-1. 'IT 

The finite size of the chamber introduced a correlation in the detection 

probability of the nO and the J-1. +: many events with high -:energy f.L +, s that stop · 

in the chamber stop near the edge of the chamber. To determine the magni-
. . . + 

tude of this correlation, we used a Monte Carlo program that generated J-l 

events as described in Sec. II. B. 3. If the fJ. + stopped in the chamber, 0 a Tl' 

of specified energy, at the appropriate angle to the J.l + but otherwise random 

in direction,· was generated at the decay origin. A random decay angle in the 

nO center .of mass was chosen and the y-ray conve.rsion probability 

t ' 
was then compu~t!:d from the available path length. Independent programs at 

:~< . 
I ;,j !). 

Wisconsin and ~~trkeley again gave compatible results. The effect of this 
~-~~ . 

correlation was~ reduce the de\tection probabili:ty of a high-energy rr 0 about .,, 

' . 
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. 0 . + 
15%, with respect to that for a low-energy lT at high J.L energies. The re-

sults were expressed as a polynomial in T and T ; an example of the de-
l-L lT 

Pendence of the detection probability on T at T = 90 MeV is shown in. curve 
' . J..l. ' lT 

C of F:~g.. :2.. 

5. Total Polarization of the J..l.+ 

One additional cut was applied to the 444 events obtained in Sec. II. 4. 

This cut was on~ that was found to be both necessary and adequate in the longi-

tudinal polarization data where sufficient statistics were available to measure 

. the polarization as a function of position in the chamber. 2 It was found that 

there was a scanning bias against detecting K,, events when the J..l. + stopped 
r-3 · I 

close to the top or bottom windows and the decay electron left the chamber. 

These events preferentially have an. angle between the J..1. + track and e + track 

of <90°, which causes bias in the longitudinal component of the total polari-

zation. + Therefore, we cut all events where the 1.1 stopped within 4 em of 

either top or bottom windows. 

+ For this analysis the direction of the decay electron from the J..l. was 

measured. This. direction, together with the completely reconstruc'ted Kf.L 
' . ' 3 

decay and it.s orientation with respect to the bubble chamber magnetic field 1 

was all that was needed for the analysis. 

Scanning and geometric biases in the detection of the 1.1 +do not 

affe.ct these results, because in the data analysis the theoretical polariza-
I 

tion was calculated 'separately for each event, i.e. , no weighting procedure 

was used. 

The 

/ 

:: i·l III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
;w;:j ' 
'" ~~ 

:,,, i~ 
ex}lres sions 

~ ~1i' 
used to form the likelihood func,tions in this section 

are given in the ~~ppendix~ 
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1. 
+ . 

f:L Energy Spectrum (2648 events) 

+ . 
The experimental¥ spectrum, after background was subtracted 

and corrections were made for detection probability, is· shown in Fig. 4. 

Because the fJ. + energy spectrum is not very sensi ti '·ie to the energy 

dependence of;, we assumed that both Re ; and Im ; were energy independent, 

and formed a two-parameter likelihood function (Appendix, Sec. A) in the two 

variables. Since the fJ. + energy region and the treatment of the data at the 

two laboratories were not.identicali.:,only the combined likelihood functions. were 

used to determine ;. 

Figure 5 shows contours of .equal likelihood on a map of Re S and · 

I Irri ; '11. One useful property of a two-parameter likelihood function is that to 

the approximation that it is the product of two Gaussian distributions, the 

confidence level is numerically equal to the value of the function, normalized 
.:.. . 

to the peak value as unity. (This equality holds for the two-parameter case 

. only.) Thus, the contours on all the two-parameter likelihood plots shown 

may be used for estimation of confidence levels. 

+ For the fJ. spectrum data we obtain, by reading off the numbers at 

-1/2 the e contour; 

Re ~ = 0 o+ 1•1 
• -0.9 

lrm ; I = O. 0:1: 1. 0 • 

2. + p. Longitudinal Polarization (2950/events) 

We reanalyzed the results obtained on the same film scanned by 

Gidal et al., 2 using the two-parameter likelihood function given in the Ap

pendix (Sec. B) ci:n.d deleting from the sample of reference 2 those 38 events 

that appear in thf.'sample for the total polarization. Figure. 6 shows the 
;_ie, 

contours of consu;_'b.t likelihood of this function. 

From the 'f..L + longitudinal polarization we obtain 

.. 
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Re ~ = -0 7+ 0 •9 
• -3.3 

0 5+ 1.4 
. -0.5 . 
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where again the errors quoted are to thee - 1/ 2 contour. As may be seen frorn. 

the contours in Fig. 7, errors ass~gned this way are not very meaningful, How-

ever, the region just above Re s = 0 is a region of high sensitivity and thus this 

measurement does contribute significantly to ou_r final result. 

3. K 11 /Ke Branching Ratio (636 Ku and 873 Ke e~ents) 
_•3 __ 3 •3 3.----

We ·obtain directly 

R :;: (K+ )/(K: ). = (0. 703 ± 0.056). 
f-l-3 3 

Assuming a K.r mode branching ratio of 5.46%, 
14 

we obtain the absolute rates 

(K+ )/(all K+) = (2. 77 ± 0.19)% 
f-l3 

(K~ )/(all K+) = (3.94± 0.21)%• 
.3 

The errors include allowance for uncertainty in detection efficiency (2% in Kf-l..,, 
,) 

... 3% in Ke
3

), and the absolute rates also allow for uncertainty inthe T rate. 

Equation (A12) gives Rasa fun~tion of s, 'with 1-l-e universality as

sumed. Solving this equation fo"r a complex s defines a circle in the s plane 

with its center at -3.29 on the real axis, the radius squared being given by 
2 . . 

I~+ 3.29/ = 10.83 + 51.87 (R- 0.648). 

From our value of R, we obtain 

j; + 3.29j
2 

= 13.63±2.90. 

The intersections with the rea.'! ; axis are 

Re ~ = + 0.40.± 0.40 and -6.98 ± 0.40. 

We obtained a test of f-l-e universality by comparing this circle with ' . 

'.!:~ 

the values of Re J and Im s predicted from all our other measurement. A 
r., ;! 
·.• )" 

spectrum-depen4~rt measur~ment of the K~3 branching ratio was obtained by 

integrat~~ng the 1.1. + ~mergy spectrum found at Be~keley and normalizing to KT 

The reault was (2. 93 ± 0.23 )o/o, 
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4. TTO Spectrum at Fixed fJ. + Energies· (444 events) 

Figu:-e 7 is a grid containing numbers that summarize the points on 

a ·nalitz plot of the 444 events. The density of events predicted by V-A 

theo_ry for £ = + 0 + Oi (close to our final value) is also.shown on the plot. 

The theoretical values there have been co:· rected for geometric detection 

efficiency in different kinematic regions, as described in Sec. II. 4. 

As stated in Sec, II. 4, due to a possible }-L+ scanning bias in these 

events we decided to perform the analysis in a slightly different way. In

stead of a straightforward application of the maximum-likelihood method 

on the Dalitz plot, we compared the expected TTO spectrum at the known }-L + 
l 

energy with the data, event by event. The TTO spectra were thus automatically 

weighted by the number of actual experimental events in each interval, b·ut 

the likelihood function was independent of the muon spectrum itself. 

It should be emphasized that. the above technique is not the same as 

. fitting the TTO energy spectrum, as the TT-}-L correlation information is retained; 

;in each case the TTO spectrum has been compared to that expected for the ap

.. t + propna e p. energy. 

Little information is lost when this method is used because the TTO 

energy distribution is more sensitive to the value of £ than is the p. + energy 

distribution. 

Formulae pertaining to the analysis as well as a more detailed 

description of the detection-efficiency program are given in Appendi_x A. 

Figure 8 shows contours of constant likelihood on a plot of Re £ 

versus I Im ; I fqr the above data. These contours assume constant form 
' . 

: ~~, 1. 
~-' ' .. 
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factors. The data very ·ne~rly contain a "circle ambiguity." Thus, if Im s 
is 0 we have a· sensitive measurement· of Re s, but the data give little infor-

mation on lrm s 1. · 
The best value of Res for Im s = 0 is Res=+ 0.72:t; 0.37. 

it The second solution, only a sixth as likely as the first, is 

I• 

Re S = -4.83 ± 0.25. 

All other mea:- ;_:rernents reported in this paper suggest large betting 

odds against this second solution. 

The energy dependence off+ and f was tested by means of the first

order expansion 

( 1) 

where f~ is the value off+ or f at T 0 = 0. 'IT Since qK-q'IT depends solely on 

0 0 
the 1T energy, only the 1r spectrum data are useful for this test . 

. 
We recomputed the maximum-likelihood function with :\ equal to 

zero, varying :\+, and then with A equal to zero varying X. • 
+ -

A complete 

4-parameter analysis was not justified at our level of statistical accuracy. 

The values obtained from this analysis are given in Table I, which 

also shows the dependence of ReI; on:\±. It is clear that A remains es

sentially' undetermined. 

Figure 9 shows the likelihood function for A+ with :\ assumed to be 

zero. Fron'1 this function we obtain 

At = 0.00± 0,05. 

When t?~s value of A+ and its errors are folded into the value we ob

tained above for;:l:te s = 0. 72 ± 0,37 (Im I; = 0, and A± = 0), we obtain 

Re s = +0. 72 ± 0,80, 
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Recent ~easurements of >..+ in Ke
3 

decay give a mean value of~+ 
15 . . 

= 0.014± 0.020. So, with ~-e universality assumed (see Sec. IV. for our 

results on this-), the error quoted above for Re ~ is rather conservative. 

There are general theor·etical considerations that also make it unlikely that 

the magnitude 'of >..+_exceeds 0.03. 

Figure 10 shows the experimentallT 0 spectrum from the 444 events. 

The curves are the theoretical curves for scalar, vector (~ = 0 + Oi), and 

tensor interactions. + The theoretical curves have had the experimental fl 

spectrum from the 444 events in the range 40 < T < 90 MeV folded in. The 
. fl 

probability of the distrib:ution·:. ·giving either:pure. scalar or tensor: is <1%, 
; 

whereas .. the .vector :(s .. =.'O). gives better than 50% probability. 

5. Total Polarization of the ~ + (397 events). 

It has been shown that '.the muon in K~3 .qecay is always compl~tely 

polarized along some direction. 16 This follows from the assumptions that 

the leptons are produced at a point, the rr and K spins are zero, and that the 

; neutrino has a definite helicity. The direction of this polarization is a function 

of E.rr, £_ , Re s, and Im s; this function is given in Eqs. (A 7) and (AS). 
~ . 

Because the expression for the polarization involves a term in Im ~ 

[unlike all the others which contain only (Im ; )
2
], this measurement .is sensi-

tive to the sign of Im ;; Note that the polarization is the only measurement 

t~at has this property, which is due to the .time-reversal-violating component 

of the polarization, normal to the K decay plane. 

T} · t · + + d d t 1 the "+ 1e pan y-nonconserv1ng fl -e ecay was use o ana yze r-

polarizat~on. 
·~·· '('ti, 

Becaus~~-this experiment was done in a magneqc field, the only_.con-
-~-~·i~ 

served componeh~ of the ~polarization was the one parallel to the magnetic 

field. T~ check that this component was conserved, we used K~2 decays, as 

J 
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described in Ref. 2. The 16-kG field in this experiment should be adequate 

to prevent depolarization. 

The expression used to form a two-parameter likelihood function 

(Re s and Im s} is given in Eq. (A 11). 

. 11 h h -1/2 -1 -2 F1gure . s ows t e e , e , and e contours on the two-param-

eter likelihood plot. From this we obtain 

Res= -1.4±1.8 

Im s = + 1. 6 ± 1. 3 , 
. . 

-1/2 fJ1. where the errors are quoted at the e (61to) level. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

1. Experimental 

The vector nature of the interaction has been checked in three inde-

pendent ways: 

1. By fitting the f..l. + spectrum from measurement 1 with its final best values 

of 'Re s = 0 and Im s = 0, we obtained a X 
2 

of 30 for 27 degrees of frccdorn 

(30%) for vector, a very satisfactory fit. 9 Tensor and scalar have <1% 

chance of fitting. 

2. By fitting the 'ITO spectrum from measurement 4, we obtained a x 2 
of 3 

for 5 degrees of freedom (70%) for vector (s =:: 0). Tensor and scalar 

again have a probability of <1 %. 

3. The fact that measurements 1, 2, 4, and 5 all give consistent values of 

Re S and 1m s is also.a check on the nature of the interaction. 
•!'. 

With th~~.:exception of the Ke
3

/Kp.
3 

branching 'ratio, aU our analysis 

was done with tll~,,_maximum-Hkelihood method. Figures 5, 6, 8, and 11 show 
'· 

·i"~ . + . . . + 
the _results obtaih~d by this type of analysis from the f..l. spectrum, the f..1. .. \' 

0 . . + . + 
longitudinal polarization, the 'IT spectrum at flxed p.· energ1es, and the f..l. 
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total polarization, respectively. These measurements are independent m 

our experiment (ev.ents used for 1.1 + total polarization were deleted from the 

sample us'ed for longitudinal polarization). In these lik~lihood plots, constant 

form factors were assumed. 

In order to obtain our best value of Re g and Im s, we multiplied the 

values on the fourlikelihood plots and plotted the results on Fig. 12. Note 

that the area enclosed in the e -
1

/
2 

contour in the combined likelihood plot is 

quite probable in all the individual likelihood plots. The confidence levels 

for our best solution range from 0.53-0.80 in the individual measurements. 

tain: 

From this plot, assuming energy-independent form factors, we ob-

Res = 0 34 +0.4 2 
. -0.26 

(; - o 69+0. _ss 
Inn ~ - . -1.0 

which is consistent with time -reversal inva riance, i.e. , Im s = 0. If we 

assume Im s = 0, then Re g is better determined as 0.43~:];. 
0 

By direct test in the experiment in which we measured the 'TT spectrum 

at fixed 1.1 + energies, we obtained a value for the energy dependence of f , de-. . + 
fined in Eq. (f). ·At:: 0.00± 0.05. This value is consistent with the A value . + 

of -0.05 ± 0, 07 obtained by Jensen et al. 
17 

for K~3 , and also with the value of 

+ 0.014± 0.020, the world average for At from Ke
3 

data. Despite the rapid 

variation of our best value of Re s with A • we feel that at our level of statistical t• . . 

accuracy an analysis with constant form fa-ctors is justified. Allowing for the 

uncertainty in A+ would slightly increase the statistical errors quoted above. 

We haYtr.:·)nsufficient data to determine a value for the energy de-
L~:.) 

pendence off_. 'lh most theoreticai models [see Ref. 7 for a s~mmary], this 

value should be ;;j the same order of magnitude as that for ft. 
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l!sing Eq. (A12) and our vctlue of s, one can predict the K 1, /Ke 
. r3 3 

. branching ratio to bt:: R = 0.693 ± 0.037. Compare this with the value we de-

termined directly for R =·· 0. 703 ± 0.056. The comparison may be stated as 

f+(Kfl )/f+(Ke ) = 1.01 ± 0.05, 
3 3 . 

which is a test of fl-e universality. Becaus·e of the form of our final likeli-

hood function, with its slowest variation nearly along a curve of constant · . 

branching ratio, this conclusion is independent of the validity of time -reversal 
\ 

invariance . 

If we assume exact universality, we may use the branching.;.ratio 

measurement to improve the value of Re g, obtaining 

Re g.= +0.41+ 0· 27 
. . -o. 2 2 

As a check of internal consistency, our final values of Re g and Im s give a 

2 
X of 3,65 for 4 degrees of freedom when compared with the results of the 

five individual determinations. 

Table II summarizes other recent determinations of Re S and Im s. -
2. Theoretical 

In the simplest theoretical model, that is with no K-1f interaction ary.d 

K-1f mass degeneracy. s vanishes identically. In models that take into account 

the K-tr interaction (summarized in Ref. 7),·: one expects that lg I will be $1, 

and that A.+ a_nd A._ will decrease by (M1f/MK)
2

• In general, an intermediate 

vector boson, or a p-wave K-1T interaction, give (M1f/MK)
2 s :::: - A.+.::::. A._. 

If a single vector state, or a mixture of states· with known relative coupling 

strength.dominates, a numerical prediction can be ~ade. For example, 
r- ,;c 

dominance by the K 1; 2 (890 MeV) gives £ = -0.29 and A.+ = -A = 0.02. If an 
I . . 

s :wave K-'rr inte;~~ction dominates, a similar relation holds between the 

magnitudes of s{a'nd the A Is, with s expected to be positive. 
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Our data are not precise enough to distinguish with any confidence 

among these models. 

Most of the theories advanced to account for the apparent violation 

f Cp · · 18 · KO d d. . 1 . f T . . . K+ o 1nvanance · 1n 2 ecay pre 1ct no v1o atlon o 1nvanancc 1n f.!. 
.3 

decay. One exception is Cabibbo' s 
19 

theory in which an effect would b~ ex- -

. pected, with Re·.~ = 0 and Im ~ I 0. The magnitude of Im s in this theory, 

however, could well be too small to have been seen in our experi'ment. 
20 
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APPENDICES 

We present here the theoretical expressions of the various quantities 

!rom which we form maximum-likelihood !unctions to obtain the best values of 

~ from our experimental data. Where the expression is unnormalized, ::::: is 

used in place of =. References from which these expressions were taken are 

given. We have used complex form factors and made some minor changes in 

notation. 

E, 
fJ.,v,rr 

Notation 

r;total energy of fJ.• v, or 'IT'. 

momentum vector of fJ., v, or rr 

' 
P pola.rization vector of 1..1. 
-tJ. 

P~, P~, P~ ~dmponeht~ ·of fli i~ the di~ection of the ~ (longitudinal). 

polarization), the normal to the decay plane, and the 

E' 
li• 1T 

transverse direction in the decay plane, respectively. 

Max 
E - E , where E Max. h . 'bl 1s t e max1mun1. pos Sl e 

f.l'. 1T li• lT li• 1T 

energy of the particle from 

E Max = · 1 r M2 + m 2 
1..1., tr . 2 MK l K f.l, tr 

masses 

form factors 

ratio f_/f+ 
.· 

A. Dalitz Plot Density 

+ K decay at rest; i.e., 

- mz ·]· 'IT, f.l 

The universal V-A theory gives the Dalitz -plot density function as 
5 

. 2 

I 1
2} . £~ 

C(Err) ~ X 3 z , p(s, E, E)::,~ {A(E ,E )+B(E ,E )Rest 
fJ. 1T ··•. fJ. 1T f.l 1T 

~-,~~ · 2tr MK 

where 
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A (E , E } = M (2 E. E - M E'} + .!_ m 2 E' 
fJ. T1' . K fJ. v K T1' 4 p. T1' 

B (Ef.l., E~) = m! (Ev - iE~) , 

C (E ) = .!_ m 2 E' . 
Tl' 4 fJ. Tl' 

2 = n1 E 
fJ. v 

Due to the bubble chamber geometry and other selection criteria 

mentioned, the detection efficiency of K~3 decay events is no longer a con

stant but is a function of E and E • This detection -efficiency function 
fJ. Tl' 

[(E. , .E: ) is c'omputed by the Monte Carlo method, which consists of randomly 
fJ. Tl' 

generating a total of about 35,000 hypothetical events (64 events from each of 

560 decay origins) for each (E , E ) point. The 560 decay origins were ob-
. fJ. Tl' 

tained from a random sample of K+ stopping points in the chamber. For a 

given value of g, the normalized, theoretical Dalitz -plot density function 

corrected for detection efficiency is then 

w·(g, E, E )=)i(g)·p(g, E, E )·C,(E, E) (A2) 
fJ. Tl' . . fJ. .· Tl' - fJ. Tl' 

where j(;) is the normalization· constant formed in such a way that 

JW (g, E , E )-dE dE = N (total number of events}, 
fJ. Tl' 1..1. Tl' 

where the integration is over the area under consideration (in our case 

E 145 _,.. 195 and E < 245 ). To obtain the most likely value of s from cxpe ri-
fJ. Tl' 

mental .data, one can form the usual maximum-likelihood function, 

L (;) = n (A3) 
all exp. events 

To eliminate a possible fJ. bias, we modify the above procedure as 

follows. We divide the total region into 1-MeV intervals in fJ. + energy. Instead 

of W (s, E , E ), we introduce functions 
fJ. Tl' 

V n (s, ETI') ~ ;(~ (g) p (~, (Ep.)n' ETI'J t t(EJ.I.)n' E.TI'J (A4) 

where .J/~ (s) i~~~~he normalization constant formed in such a way that 

fV (t E ) dE = N • 
n. · Tl' Tl' n 

. ···: ' 

:In our case E < '245 MeV. 
Tl' 

... 

·~ 
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. 
. In Eq; (A4) Nn is the number o£ events in the nth bin. One then obtains the 

best value o£ s by forming the maximum-likelihood £u~ction 

L (s} = rr [ 1.1n . t v <s. E }].. 
n a even s · n · n 

· (AS) 

in nth bin 

+ To obtain the theC?retical expression for the fJ. spectrum, one must 

·integrate p(s, E , E ) in Eq. {A1) over· pion energies. The result is
5 

. JJ. '!T 

' ~ii~. E)" (E 2 -m2)i/Z (6.(~ ~~~Z ~K)E/ [b+F R~ ~+GiSit 
. JJ. JJ. JJ. . . K JJ. . . 

(A6): 

where 6. = M 2 + m 2 . 
K JJ. . 2 

1 2 (MK Ef.J. - mJJ. . ). 
D = MK E" + -4 m" 2S .- .- - 2 MK EJJ. 

. 1 2 
F=-m 

2 fJ. 

G
. ; 1 '2 = -m• 

4 ~ 

. 2 2 . 

(

2 MK + mJJ. - 3 MK EJJ.) 

2S - 2 MK EJJ. 

B. Polarization o£ fJ. From K~ ·Decay 
. r3 

Cabibbo and Maksymowicz 
16 

have shown that in K~ decay the muon 
. . 3 

is completely polarized and its polarization direction is completely determined 

The fJ. polarization direction P can be expressed as 
. fJ. 

,,., A (S) 
P (s) ==-- (A7) 

JJ. !A I (S) -
A (S) = ~ (S) ~~ - tlz !Sl {£. .. + £.. 

+ (I~ S) • MK • (£,n?<£.JJ.), 

where 

(AS) 
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Note that the third term on the right side o~ Eq. (A8) gives rise to 

P~, a polarization component normal to the decay production plane, and it 

is proportional to Im (£). Time-reversal invariance requires that lm (S) = 0, 

d h 1 . pl . 1 an t us a so requues to van1s 1. 
J.l 

The asymmetry in the J.l + decay is used to analyze the polarization of 

+ the J.l • For a J.l + pola:J;"ized along the direction P , the direction of the electron 
. J.l 

p e path from the J.l has a decay distribution 

D = 1 + CLP . p 
. J.l e ' 

(A9) 

where the asymmetry parameter a.._, has a value t(.= 0. 33 averaged over all 

ele.ctron energies. If the magnetic-field direction is along z, then the infor
l 

mation obtainable is only on the component of P along the z direction. 
-J.l 

D' = . 1 + a.( P · z ) ( z · p ) . (A 1 0) 
J.l e 

The maximum-likelihood function for the best value of S is then 

L {S) = _rrll {1 + tl (Is . (s. D • n ) • z J (z . p ) } . a J.l .F;.J.l ii..1r e 
(A11) 

events 

For the longitudinal polariza twn P£ , one forms a maximum -likelihood 
-J.l 

expression in ex-actly the same way as for the total J.l polarization,· except that 

the term P is replaced by P
1 

= (P · p } p in Eq. {A 11 ). For completeness, 
J.l .-J.l fJ. J.l fJ. . 

we give the other two components of the fJ. polarization: 

P
1 = (P . ·u) u 

-f.!. fJ. 

PT = (P • v) v, 
-J.l fJ. 

where 
p Xp 

-u = TT fJ. 

li31TX PJ 
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K 11 /Ke ·Branching Ratio 
r-3 3 . 

The assumption of f.J.-e universality states that the·expression for 

!)+e .. decay is the same as that for K~ decay, except that the value of m. 
· 3 r-3 e 

is to replace mf.J. in Eq. (A1). Furthermore_, f±(f.J.) = f±(e). With these 

conditions we can integrate over the Dalitz density plot and obtain 

2 
f+(Kf1.

3
) 

R = [ 0. 6 4 9 + 0. 12 7 R e €, + 0. 0 0 1 9 3 ) £ j2 
] 

I+ (Ke 3) 
(A 12) 

If a value of s obtained from internal measurements on K 1 , is used 
. r-3 

. to predict R, the measurement of R thus provides a numerical 'test of f;.-e 
' 

universality in the form 

tJR /R meas pred 

where R dis the expression in brackets in Eq. (A12) above . . pre 
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Table I. Energy dependence of. form factors. 

A+ 

-0.08 

-0.04 

0.00 

+0.04 

+0.08 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

; 
. ; 

' 

A-

0 

0: 

0 

0 

0 

-0.40 

-0.20 

-0.10 

+0.10 

+0.20 

+0.40 

Likelihood Best val'ue 
(arb. units) of Re s 

0.46 +2.30 

1.47 + 1.42 

2.42 tO. 72 

1.58 +0.05 

0.41 -0.58 

2.07 -o:52 
I 

2.31 ..:1.90 

2.19 +2.28 

2.27 +0.50 

1.59 +0.46 

2.20 tO. 02 

.. 
• 

.. , 



Source 

This experiment 

V. Bisi et al. c 

G. Jensen et al. d 

G. Giacomelli et al. e 

A. Boyar ski et al. f 

J. Brown et al. g 

J. Dobbs et al. h 

D. Cutts et al. i 

V. Smirnitsk.i and 
WeissenbergJ 
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Table II. Summary of measurements of ~-

Experiment 

+ a 
J-1. spectrum 

Muon longitudinal 

polarization (P~ 'P 

K!
3
/K!

3 
branch1ng 

ratio 

n° spectrum and 

TTfJ. angular correlation 

Muon total polarization 

Above experiments 

combined 

)J. + spectrun:. and 

KfJ.
3 

branching ratio 

f.l + and n° spectra and 

angular correlations 

J-1. + spectrum 

f-l + spectrum 

f-l +and Tto spectra and 

angular correlations 

f-l + spectrum 

f-l + spectrum and P~ 

xi -~values 

Re ~ = o.o~b:~ 
lrm •I = 0,0±1.0 

Re S = -0. 7~~:~ 

For Im S = 0 

Rc S = +0.40± 0.40 

(or -6.98 ± 0.40) 

For lm S = 0 

Rc S = +0.72±0.37 

ReS= -1.4±1.8 

Im S = +1.6±1.3 

ReS= +0.34±0.24 

Im S = +0.69~g:~~ 

For Im£ = 0 

ReS>-3.3 

ReS= +0.6±0.5 
(or -7,3±0.5) 

ReS= -1.2±1.0 

For complex S 

RP ~ = -0.75±0.5 

Im S = +3.5±0,50 

0 ~ I Im S 1.:%= 2.4 at 90% confidence level 

For Im S = 0 

ReS= +0.7±0,5 

For Im S = 0 

ReS= -7.6 in best agreement with data 

For Im S = 0 

Re£=+1.8±1.6 

For Im S = 0 

Re S = -9 at 95% confidence level 

For S complex 

o.8 < I' I< 2.6 

For lm S = 0, Re S = +2 

------------------------------------------
T. Groves et al. k f-l spectrum For lm S = 0, Re S = 0 · 

G. Borreani et a1. 1 For lm S = 0, 

Re S = +1.2~;:~ 

a. See Refs. 8 and 9. See Ref. 22. i. See Ref. 26. 
b. See Ref. 2. f. See Ref. 23. j. See Ref. 27. 
c. See Ref. 21. g. See Ref. 24. k. See Ref. 28. 
d. See Ref. 16. h. See Ref. 25. '· See Ref. 28. 

UCRL-16593 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Photograph (left) of a typical K~ event with. both y ray.s from the 
. 3 

rrO forming conversion pairs; tracks identified in the tracing at up.pe·:t}e.fL 

Fig. 2. Probability that 1-l+ will stop in the chamber, determined by Monte 

Carlo calculations, as a function of the 1-l+, s kinetic energy. A, with 

fiducial and angular restrictions imposed in branching -ratio determina

tion; B, with restrictions imposed in 1-l + spectrum determination; C, for 

}-l + accompanied by a 90-MeV rr 0 from which both y rays convert. 

Fig. 3. Distribution of rr
0 

momenta ~btained by fitting converted y rays 

from Krr· decays to 1r 0 decays kinematics. 
2 

Fig. 4, Experimental 1-l+ energy spectrum, after background was subtracted 

and corrections made for detection probability, with predictions from 

(a) .vector(;}:; ·a),; (b) .scalar, .and (d) tensor theories. 

Fig. 5. Likelihood function from 1-l + spectrum events, represented by con-

tours of constant likelihood in complex ; ·plane. The large ex .. (X) .denotes ' 

most pr.obable. point. 

Fig. 6. Likelihood function from 1-l + longitudinal polarization determinations, 

represented by contours of constant likelihood in imaginary s plane. The 

large ex (X) denotes most probable point. 

Fig. 7. T vs T Dalitz plot showing observed and theoretical numbers of 
}-l T1' 

events i11 various regions. 

Fig. 8. Likelihood function from rr 0 spectrum determination at fixed 1-l + 

energies,.represented by contours of constant likelihood in imaginary s 
i .. 

plane. t"\: 
. Fig. 9. Likelih~od function for energy dependence of form factor f+, with 

( 2 
f · assumed•to'equal A [1 + }.. + (qk - qJT} ] + • . 2 • 

mrr 
j. 
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Fig. 10. Experimental TTO spectrum compared with predictions of vector(s = 0, 

X. = 0), scalar, and tensor theories. 

F~g. 11. Likelihood function from l.l + tota,l polarization determination, 

re-presented by contours of constant likelihood in imaginary ; plane. 

large ex (X) denotes most probable point. 

The 

Fig. 12. Combined likelihood function for all experiments (product of functions 

in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 11). Curve of constant branching ratio corresponding 

to our experimental value is shown. 

.. .• 

. .... 
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mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed 1n this report 
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or for damages res~lting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
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